
UNEXPECTED CIRCUMSTANCE 1 for Maria, Samuel, Elena & Isaac: 

 

Isaac has a terrible toothache in a molar that won’t go away. He has a cavity that needs to 

be filled or the tooth must be pulled.  

 

 

 

UNEXPECTED CIRCUMSTANCE 2 for Maria, Samuel, Elena & Isaac: 

 

Maria and Samuel’s daughter lives in “the old country” with her husband and two children. 

One of the children is very sick and needs to get treatment at a hospital so she calls for 

help because they are very poor and praying to eventually move to Canada. They need 

$200 for the treatment. 

 

 

 

UNEXPECTED CIRCUMSTANCE 1 for Jordon: 

 

Professor Butterscotch is very sick. He requires $300 of medicine and visits to the vet or 

he will die. 

 

 

 

UNEXPECTED CIRCUMSTANCE 2 for Jordon: 

 

You are invited to friends Birthday party in a restaurant (pay your own way) and need a 

gift to give her. 

 

 

UNEXPECTED CIRCUMSTANCE 1 for Taylor, Sam, Jes & Alex: 

Jes’s class is going on a ski trip. It is going to be a great time and most kids go on it,  

 obviously Jes wants to as well. 

Alex has outgrown “indoor school shoes” and needs a new pair as well as a pair of winter  

 boots. Alex also wants to buy a couple things from Scholastic Book Order. 

Taylor has a job interview (now that the kids are old enough to stay home alone). Taylor  

 needs an outfit for the interview, a haircut and wants to take a taxi there and back. 

 



 

 

 

UNEXPECTED CIRCUMSTANCE 2 for Taylor, Sam, Jes & Alex:: 

Sam asked to go to the movies & have snacks with friends and to participate in pizza  

 lunches at school. 

Jes has used up many of the school supplies from Sept and needs replacement supplies. 

Alex has a fundraiser at school, wants to join the milk program. 

 

 

 

 

UNEXPECTED CIRCUMSTANCE 1 for Payton: 

Friends invite you to a birthday party of a friend DOWNTOWN. You’d need to pay for the 

cover charges, a drink as well as a gift for your friend. Maybe some snacks while you are 

out as well if you go. 

 

UNEXPECTED CIRCUMSTANCE 2 for Payton: 

You get sick and need to see your doctor and go to pick up a Prescription. You feel too 

unwell to take the bus. You have to take 3 taxi rides. 

 

 

 

UNEXPECTED CIRCUMSTANCE 1 for Morgan & Benjamin: 

You are so tried and just want a night out at the movies. You want to have a few hours out 

to remember what it was like to be carefree. You need a movie ticket and a babysitter… 

you DO love popcorn as well! 

 

 

UNEXPECTED CIRCUMSTANCE 2 for Morgan & Benjamin:: 

Your best friend died in a car accident. The funeral is in Cape Breton and you want to go to 

say a final goodbye and be with his family, who were like your second family growing up. 

You can stay with family there but would need to get a shuttle there and back. 

 

 
 


